W3000.SIPR Curve LED wall light
Datasheet
Product codes
Unit:
W3000.SIPR

Series:
CR

Colour temp:
3K
4K
5.7K

Beam angle (°):
DF110

Colour:
B (Black)
W (White)

Dimensions (mm)
Front view

Side view

350

60

306
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Driver:
ND (Non-Dimmable)
PHASE
DALI
010V

Control:
-- (Normal)
SENSE (Sensor)
(ND Driver Only)

Electrical
Colour temperature:
3000K or 4000K or 5700
Dimmable:
Yes

Input voltage:
220-240V

Power usage:
30W

Driver power factor:
0.9

IK Rating:
IK10

Operational
Lumen output:
3K - 2620 lm
4K - 2724 lm
5.7K - 2900 lm

Light quality (CRI):
80CRI

Operating temp.:
-20 to 45ºC

Lifetime L70, B10:
50,000 hrs (@TA25)

SDCM:
<6MacAdam Steps

Sensor (Optional):
Daylight and microwave
sensor

Ambient temp.:
-20 to 65ºC

Physical
Warranty:
3 years

Mounting type:
Surface Mounted

Installation

Step 1

Step 2

Remove the front cover by rotating it in
anti-clockwise direction, and then
remove the white LED front section

Thread the power cable through
the wall.
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IP rating:
IP65

Installation

Step 3

Step 4

Pre-drill through the 3 mount points in
the light.

Pre-drill holes on the ceiling and knock
in the plastic anchors into ceiling.

Step 5

Step 6

Thread the electric cable through the seal.

Place the seals on the screws and screw
the light to the ceiling.

* Thread the electric cable directly through.
* If too tight, pierce the cable gland with a
screwdriver.

Step 7

Step 8

Feed the AC wire into the terminal block.

Plug the DC connector from the LED
front section to the fixed back housing.
Align the arrow on the LED front section
with the arrow on the back housing.
Snap the LED front section in place and
use the screws provided to fix it in place.
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Installation

Step 9

Step 10

Align the hook of the front cover to the
holes in the rear housing, rotate the front
cover clockwise to lock into position

Using the anti-theft grub screw provide
screw it into the hole on the side of the
front plate to lock the cover on

Step 11
Installation complete.
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Installation (Optional)
Default setting

Detection range setting (sensitivity)
Detection range is the term used to describe the radii of the more
or less circular detection zone produced on the ground after
mounting the sensor light at a height of 2.5m, pull switch to the ON
position as "1", pull switch to the OFF position as "0", switch
location and detection range of the corresponding table is
as follows:
Note: the above detection range is gained if the detected person is between 1.6m~1.7m tall with middle figure and
moves at a speed of 1.0~1.5m/sec. if person's stature, figure and moving speed change, the detection distance will
also change.
ATTENTION: When use this product, please adjust the sensitivity to an appropriate position you need, please do not
adjust the sensitivity to maximum, in case the product works abnormally because of wrong motion detection,
including blowing leaves & curtains small animals, or even power grid & electrical equipment. All the above factors
can lead to abnormal work. When the product does not work normally, please try to lower the sensitivity appropriately, and then test it.

Time setting
The light can be set to stay ON for any period of time between
approx. 10sec and a maximum of 30min. Any movement detected
before this time elapse will re-start the timer. It is recommended to
select the shortest time for adjusting the detection zone and for
performing the walk test.
Pull switch to the ON position as "1", pull switch to the OFF position
as "0", switch location and detection range of the corresponding
table is as follows:
NOTE: after the light switches OFF, it takes approx. 4sec before it is
able to start detecting movement again. The light will only switch on
in response to movement once this period has elapsed.

Light-control setting
The chosen light response threshold can be infinlitely from approx.
10-500lux, pull switch to the ON position as "1", pull switch to the
OFF position as "0", switch location and light-control of the
corresponding table is as follows:

Hold time “A” please refere to “TIME SETTING” table
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Installation

Sensor
Detection area: 140 degree
wide detective beam angle
with 2-10 meters distance.

SENSOR INFORMATION

※ Optimum installation height: 3M

•

Working Pattern (3 different patterns)
Microwave sensor
• In any given lighting condition, the light switches on automatically when presence detected.
• After presence left, light will continuously work within HOLD TIME, then switch off automatically.
• After presence left, any movement detected within HOLD TIME, the light will continuously work for another hold
time, then switch off until next movement detected.
• Hold time: Please refer to "HOLD TIME" on product label.
Daylight & Microwave sensor
• With sufficient natural light, when illuminance is more than 10lux, the light does not switch on when presence
detected.
• With insufficient natural light:
> When illuminance is less than 10lux, the light switches on automatically when presence detected.
> With presence detected, light will never switch off, even the nature light is sufficient.
> After presence left, any movement detected within HOLD TIME, the light will continuously work for another
HOLD TIME, then switch off automatically until next movement detected.
• Hold time: Please refer to "HOLD TIME" on product label.
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